PATRICIA A. BUCKLEY, PhD
DIRECTOR OF ECONOMIC POLICY AND ANALYSIS
DELOITTE

Patricia Buckley started at Deloitte in September 2012 as the Director for Economic Policy and Analysis with responsibility for developing and framing the external strategic messaging for Deloitte’s leadership team and contributing to Deloitte’s Eminence Practice through research and writing. She is the author of a new Deloitte series, Issues by the Numbers. Previously, Buckley served as the Senior Economic Policy Advisor to four Secretaries of Commerce contributing to the development and execution of the Department’s strategic priorities. Buckley has a PhD in Economics from Georgetown University and a BS degree in Economics from Clemson University.

TIMOTHY J. EBERLEIN, MD, FACS
FOUNDING DIRECTOR, ALVIN J. SITEMAN CANCER CENTER; SPENCER T. & ANN W. OLIN DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE; AND BIXBY PROFESSOR & CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT OF SURGERY, BARNES-JEWISH HOSPITAL

Dr. Eberlein, an actively practicing breast cancer surgeon, joined Washington University in 1998 from Harvard Medical School. He is the founding director of Siteman, one of the largest cancer centers in the U.S., with an annual research budget of more than $165 million. He was elected to the Institute of Medicine of the National Academies in 2004 and is vice chair of the Board of Directors of the National Comprehensive Cancer Network. Eberlein graduated cum laude from the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine and trained at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston. He was previously the Wilson Professor of Surgery at Harvard Medical School as well as Vice Chair for Research at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston.
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MAHENDRA R. GUPTA, PhD
DEAN AND GERALDINE J. & ROBERT L. VIRGIL PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTING & MANAGEMENT
OLIN BUSINESS SCHOOL

Mahendra Gupta, a tenured accounting professor at Olin Business School, was appointed dean in 2005. He joined Olin in 1990. His research has been published in leading academic journals in the United States and abroad. He currently serves on the advisory committees for the Center for the Study of Ethics and Human Values and the Center for Health Policy at Washington University.

BARTON H. HAMILTON, PhD
ROBERT BROOKINGS SMITH DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
OLIN BUSINESS SCHOOL

Barton Hamilton is a leading scholar in economics and entrepreneurship. His expertise includes economic returns on entrepreneurship, the importance of human capital for successful new ventures, the role of personality in entrepreneurial success, and alternative R&D strategies of high-tech startups. He received a PhD in economics from Stanford University and an AB in economics from the University of California, Berkeley.
Ron Kruszewski has been Chairman of the board of directors of Stifel Financial Corp. and Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated since 2001 and has served as President and Chief Executive Officer of Stifel Financial Corp. and Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Incorporated since September 1997. Kruszewski serves on the Board of Directors of SIFMA (Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association) and is past non-executive Chairman of the Board of Directors of Angelica Corporation. Additionally, he serves on the Board of Trustees for the U.S. Ski and Snowboard Team Foundation. He is active in community affairs, serving as Chairman of Downtown Now! and as a member of the Board of Directors of the St. Louis Regional Chamber and Growth Association and Barnes-Jewish Hospital as well as the Board of Trustees of Webster University. He is also past Chairman of the Board of Directors of Downtown St. Louis Partnership, Inc. Kruszewski is a member of the Regional Business Council in St. Louis and is a member of the St. Louis Chapter of the Young Presidents’ Organization.

Rodney Kinzinger has served as the managing partner of Deloitte’s St. Louis practice since 2008. He is responsible for providing leadership for the office’s business and marketplace strategy. During his 23 years with Deloitte, he has, among other things, served as the lead global controls partner for a $45 billion industrial conglomerate, the global audit partner for a $7 billion industrial conglomerate, and a mergers and acquisitions transaction partner dedicated to global private equity.
Robert O’Loughlin is the Chairman and CEO of Lodging Hospitality Management (LHM) which he founded in 1986. In the more than 27 years LHM has been in business, O’Loughlin has developed several hotels and managed over 50 hotels around the country. Newest to the LHM collection is the recently opened Cheshire Restaurant, Basso Italian Gastro Pub, The Market at the Cheshire, The Back Room, and The Upstairs at the Cheshire. Some of the LHM properties include: Sheraton at West Port, Hilton at the Airport, The Cheshire Inn, The Seven Gables Inn, Hilton at the Ballpark with the 360 Rooftop Bar, the Marriott Airport, the Historic Doubletree by Hilton at Union Station, and the entire West Port Plaza Complex located in St. Louis County. He is a member of several community and business organizations including the Regional Business Council, and sits on the boards of Saint Louis University, Enterprise Bank and Trust, Logos School, Regional Commerce and Growth Association, St Louis Sports Commission, Jefferson National Park Association, the St. Louis Zoo, and he was past Governor of the Missouri Athletic Club.
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MARK TRUDEAU
PRESIDENT AND CEO
MALLINCKRODT PHARMACEUTICALS

Mark Trudeau is President and CEO of Mallinckrodt Pharmaceuticals, which recently completed its separation from Covidien. He joined the company on February 1, 2012. Mallinckrodt is a leading global specialty pharmaceuticals business that develops, manufactures, markets, and distributes specialty pharmaceutical products and medical imaging agents. Before joining Mallinckrodt, Trudeau served as President and CEO at Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals Inc., Bayer HealthCare LLC USA. Simultaneously, he served as interim President of the Global Specialty Medicine Business Unit from January to August 2010. Trudeau also served in senior roles at Bristol-Myers Squibb, Abbott Laboratories, Eli Lilly & Co and E.I.Dupont De Nemours, Inc. Trudeau holds a bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering and a master’s degree in business administration, both from the University of Michigan.

STEPHEN WILLIAMSON, PhD
ROBERT S. BROOKINGS DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR IN ARTS & SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE STUDIES
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS

Stephen Williamson, a tenured economics professor at Washington University in St. Louis, holds visiting positions at the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond and the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. His research in new monetarist economics addresses the role of money, credit, and banking in the macro economy and the effects of monetary policy, which he teaches to both undergraduate and graduate students.